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(54) METHOD FOR RETROFITTING FIRESTOP TO PIPE

(57) Spreading of fire from one fire compartment to another can be hindered or prevented by a firestop. The method
concerns a method (300) for retrofitting a firestop to a pipe that is intended for conveying fluid, the firestop comprising
a piece of firestop material to be expanded due to heat. The method comprises revealing (104) a pipe inner surface at
an installation spot of a lining hose for the retrofitting the firestop, conveying (106) by a conveying tool the piece of
firestop material to a border spot of fire compartments, directing (112) a fastener by a directing tool or by the conveying
tool towards the pipe inner surface, and at least one the following tools is the lining hose: the directing tool, the conveying
tool. The method comprises attaching (114) the piece of firestop material by the fastener inside the pipe, at the border
spot of the fire compartments.
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Description

Method for retrofitting firestop to pipe

[0001] Area of technology: an invention relates to a
firestop installation to a pipe to prevent spreading of fire
along the pipe. The invention especially relates to a fire-
stop to be implemented within a plumbing renovation.

Background of the technology

[0002] It is important from a point of view of fire safety
that fire cannot freely spread from an apartment to an-
other or from an attic or a cellar space to an apartment.
Nevertheless buildings must have inlets or ducts for sew-
er (drain) or air conditioning pipes. The most common
manufacture materials for an air condition pipe are gal-
vanized steel and plastic. An inlet from a fire compartment
to another fire compartment is a risk but the inlet can be
blocked with a firestop implemented in a correct manner.
The firestop is intended for preventing spreading of fire
through an inlet between floors of building, or through
another structural inlet. Heat spreads in a space in three
various manners which are known as rad convention,
radiation, and conduction. Conduction means spreading
of heat with flowing material, i.e. fluid, wherein the fluid
is, for example, air heated by fire. In the following some
prior art firestop techniques are discussed.
[0003] A firestop sleeve can be used as a firestop that
is installed around an outer surface of a sewer pipe made
of plastic. The sleeve includes material to be expanded
a lot due to heat and nonflammable or weakly burning
material, such as graffiti. Because the pipe made of plas-
tic softens in fire, the expanding material cuts the sewer
pipe by squeezing it and the graffiti simultaneously blocks
the inlet. Instead of a firestop sleeve a term "fire cuff’ is
used in the prior art.
[0004] In addition to the firestop sleeve, the prior art is
represented by a pipe component that includes material
to be expanded in heat. Said pipe component is installed
around a pipe part made of plastic.
[0005] A firestop to a sewer pipe being made of cast
iron is implemented, for example, by using fire protection
wool so that a piece of fire protection wool surrounds the
sewer pipe one and half meter in both fire compartments.
Then the piece of fire protection wool prevents spreading
of fire, due to convention or conduction, via the sewer
pipe from one fire compartment to another.
[0006] Cast iron pipes are common in old buildings and
they are still used in sewerage. Cast iron pipes get rusty,
they erode due to sewer gas, and their junction points
are prone to leaks. Lining is a known method to imple-
ment a plumbing renovation and it suits for cast iron
pipes, for example. Within the lining a flexible lining hose
(a liner) is saturated with epoxy resin and installed inside
a pipe, and the lining hose hardens therein when drying.
In this manner leak spots or risky spots will be filled. New
cast iron pipes are coated inside with epoxy resin to pre-

vent their corrosion or erosion.
[0007] In an air conditioning pipe a firestop can be im-
plemented with a damper. During fire an automated ap-
paratus moves the damper to closed position closing in
this manner the air conditioning pipe.
[0008] In the following publications a firestop is imple-
mented inside a pipe or piping part. GB2471115 and
EP1046412 concern parts which are made of plastic and
which include firestop material. RU2640175 presents a
drainage well including firestop material. GB2404232
presents a pipe whose inner surface comprises firestop
material. US4267853 presents a gas pipe comprising
firestop material and this publication describes a manu-
facturing method of the gas pipe. US3904111 describes
a pipe which has at least one layer comprising material
that will expand due to heat. As can be detected on the
basis of the above mentioned publications, a number of
various pipes or piping parts with have been developed
for building piping that comprises a firestop.
[0009] A prior art problem is catching fire inside of cast
iron pipes, or some other metal sewer pipes when they
are missing a firestop and they include epoxy coating or
some other burning material. In other words, fire may
heat a sewer pipe so hot that its inner surface starts to
burn. Then fire may proceed inside the sewer pipe from
a fire compartment to another. A before described a fire-
stop sleeve suits for retrofitting installation but it cannot
prevent fire to proceed inside a cast iron sewer pipe.
[0010] Another prior art problem relates to an air con-
ditioning pipe that has a damper inside of it. During fire
the damper fully closes the air conditioning pipe but even
in open position the damper partly closes the air condi-
tioning pipe. Therefore, the damper hampers cleaning of
the air conditioning pipe. In more detail, a brush to be
used in the cleaning cannot pass the dumper, or the brush
may get stuck to the damper.

Summary of the invention

[0011] An aspect of the invention is to solve at least
one of the above-mentioned prior art problem concerning
retrofitting of a firestop to a pipe when the firestop must
be implemented inside the pipe. The pipe is, for example,
a part of a sewer piping or air conditioning piping, and
the purpose of the firestop is to prevent spreading of fire
inside the pipe. It is reasonable to avoid unnecessary
deconstruction of the existing piping or constructions.
The retrofitting of the firestop to a pipe comprises a
number of technical challenges such as conveying the
firestop material remote from some spot, for example,
tens of meters to a border spot of fire compartments. The
other challenge concerns attaching the firestop in a reli-
able manner and the third challenge concerns protecting
a firestop from the consuming effect of pass flowing fluid.
[0012] Another aspect of the invention is to place a
firestop inside a pipe, for example, within a plumbing ren-
ovation.
[0013] Another aspect of the invention is to replace an
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air condition channel damper with a piece of firestop ma-
terial installed inside the pipe.
[0014] The invention concerns a method for retrofitting
a firestop to a pipe that is intended to be used as a pipe
for conveying fluid, the firestop comprising a piece of fire-
stop material to be expanded due to heat. The method
comprises at least
revealing a pipe inner surface at an installation spot for
the retrofitting of the firestop,
conveying by a conveying tool the piece of firestop ma-
terial from the installation spot along the pipe to a border
spot of fire compartments,
directing a fastener by a directing tool or by the conveying
tool towards the pipe inner surface, and
attaching the piece of the firestop material by the fastener
at the border spot inside the pipe.
[0015] In one embodiment at least one the following
tools to be used in the method is intended for lining: the
conveying tool, the fastener, the directing tool.
[0016] Method further comprises the firestop imple-
mented in accordance with the method.

Brief description of the drawings

[0017] The invention is described in the following more
precisely referring the accompanying drawings in which:

FIGURE 1 shows a first embodiment of a firestop,

FIGURE 2 shows a second embodiment of a firestop,

FIGURE 3A shows a firestop retrofitting method as
a flow chart,

FIGURE 3B shows optional steps for the first and
second embodiments,

FIGURE 4 shows four examples of tools for convey-
ing firestop material,

FIGURE 5 shows attaching simultaneously a multi-
ple pieces of firestop to a pipe,

FIGURE 6A shows use of a lining hose as a convey-
ing tool of a firestop,

FIGURE 6B shows a lining hose and a firestop in a
perspective view,

FIGURE 7 shows a third embodiment of a firestop,

FIGURE 8A shows a fourth embodiment of a firestop,

FIGURE 8B shows a firestop in lengthwise direction,

FIGURE 9 shows optional stages relating to verifying
of a firestop,

FIGURE 10 shows other optional method stages.

Detailed description of the invention

[0018] It is appreciated that the following embodiments
are exemplary, and although the specification may refer
to some embodiment, the reference is usually one pos-
sible option. Features included in various embodiments
can be combined together and new features can be
formed in this manner.
[0019] FIGURE 1 shows a first embodiment 100 of a
firestop 101 in pipe 102 that is cut at a spot of firestop
101. Pipe 102 is, for example, a sewer pipe or some other
pipe intended for conveying fluid.
[0020] In the first embodiment a preliner, or a corre-
sponsive product, operates as a conveying tool 107. Fire-
stop 101 comprises a piece of firestop material 103 to be
expanded due to heat. The method intended for retrofit-
ting of firestop material 103 comprises revealing 104 a
pipe inner surface at installation spot 105 of a lining hose
for the retrofitting the firestop. In some cases the retro-
fitting can be performed from a WC (water-closet) space
and then the revealing the inner surface of pipe 102
means detaching a water-closet pan. Concerning cast
iron sewer pipe revealing 104 usually means opening
bolts and nuts. Revealing 104 means in a number of cas-
es that pipe 102 is cut at installation spot 105. The next
stage is conveying 106 the piece of firestop material from
the installation spot along the pipe to a border spot 110
of fire compartments 108, 109. The method further com-
prises directing 112, by a directing tool 113, a fastener
111 to be used in the attaching of the piece of firestop
material 103 towards the pipe inner surface, and attach-
ing 114 the piece of firestop material 103 by fastener 111
inside the pipe (stages 104, 106, 112, and 114) are show
in figure 3. At least one of the following tools to be used
in the method is intended for lining: conveying tool 107,
fastener 111, or directing tool 113.
[0021] Figure 1 shows first embodiment 100 of firestop
101 inside pipe 102, wherein border spot 110 of fire com-
partments 108, 109 are viewed as a cross-section and
in lengthwise. Pipe 102 extends from installation spot
105 to at least to border spot 110. The fire to be installed
to pipe 102 comprises firestop material 103 that expands
due to heat and is attached with fastener 11 towards the
inner surface of pipe 102. Fastener 111 is, for example,
lining hose saturated in epoxy. Polyester resin is men-
tioned as one possible alternative for epoxy.
[0022] In one embodiment pipe 102 is one of the fol-
lowing pipes: a sewer pipe, an air conditioning pipe, a
water pipe, or a gas pipe. In one embodiment border spot
110 of fire compartments is located in a building.
[0023] In the example in figure 1 directing tool 113 is
a calibration hose to be used in lining. The calibration
hose is used in an open-end installation in which a sewer
pipe is reachable only from its one end and a lining hose
(a liner) is installed therein by using the calibration hose.
Directing tool 113, i.e. calibration hose, has pressure in-
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side it and the pressure is resulted in with compressed
air, steam, or water. Due to the pressure directing tool
directs and squeezed fastener the liner to the wall of pipe
102. Conveying tool 107, which is located between fas-
tener 111 and pipe 102, is in this example a preliner to
be used in the lining. If required, the preliner is placed
inside the sewer pipe before the lining hose to protect
the lining hose from sharp edges or moisture. The preliner
also suits for conveying tool 107 of a piece of firestop
material 103. The piece of firestop material 103 is, for
example, a piece cut from a firestop tape roll. The firestop
band roll includes a glue surface protected by a cover
paper and the piece, i.e. the piece of firestop material
103, is attached with its glue surface to conveying tool
107 before tucking conveying tool 107 into pipe 102.
When conveying tool 107 is tucked into pipe 102, for ex-
ample, by compressed air and simultaneously the piece
of firestop 103 is travelled to border spot 110 of fire com-
partments 108, 109 for the attaching. Then the lining
hose, i.e. fastener 111 is tucked into pipe 102 by using
the calibration hose. Lastly, the calibration hose, i.e. di-
recting tool 113, is extracted from pipe 102.
[0024] FIGURE 2 shows a second embodiment 200 of
the piece of firestop 103 in pipe 102 that is cut at the
location of firestop 103. The lining hose is saturated, for
example, with epoxy and thus it operates with the epoxy
as fastener 111. Because the lining hose is tucked into
pipe 102, it operates as conveying tool of firestop material
103. Due to the pressurizing the lining hose further op-
erates as directing tool 113.
[0025] The inner surface of the lining hose is cellular
material such as felt and the foil of the lining hose is made
of e.g. polyester, and before the installation the foil is
located on the outer surface of the lining hose. Within the
installation (within the tucking) the inner surface and the
outer surface of the lining hose are swapped and thus
the cellular material gets located against pipe 102. Fire-
stop material 103 for firestop 101 is placed inside the
lining hose before tucking conveying tool 107 from instal-
lation spot 105 into pipe 102.
[0026] Firestop material 103 is possibly placed inside
the lining hose already within its manufacture. When con-
veying tool 107 is pushed into pipe 102, for example, with
compressed air, firestop material 103 is moved to border
spot 110 of fire compartments.
[0027] FIGURE 3A shows as a flow chart a method
300 intended for retrofitting firestop 101. Method 300
comprises four stages which are: 1) revealing 104 the
pipe inner surface at an installation spot for retrofitting
the firestop, 2) conveying 106 by a conveying tool a fire-
stop material piece from the installation spot along the
pipe to a border spot of fire compartments, 3) directing
112 by a directing tool or by the conveying tool a fastener
to be used in attaching of the firestop material piece to-
wards the pipe inner surface, and 4) attaching 114 by the
fastener the stop material piece at a border spot in the
pipe.
[0028] FIGURE 3B shows optional stages of method

300. Concerning an implementation of first embodiment
100 of firestop 101 directing 112 comprises conveying
fastener 111 separately from the piece of firestop mate-
rial 103. Thus, the piece of firestop material 103 and fas-
tener 111 are moveable by different tools to the border
spot of the fire compartments. Concerning an implemen-
tation of second embodiment 200 of firestop 101 convey-
ing 106 of the piece of firestop material comprises moving
302 of fastener 111 by using conveying tool 107. Thus,
the piece of firestop material 103 and fastener 111 are
moveable by the same tool to a border spot of fire com-
partments.
[0029] FIGURE 4 shows four examples 410, 420, 430,
440 of conveying tool 107 for conveying the piece of fire-
stop material 103 to border spot 110 of fire compart-
ments.
[0030] A first example 410 relates to use of a preliner
411 or a corresponsive textile, or a net as conveying tool
107. A firestop piece, which is cut from a firestop tape
roll and includes a glue surface, represents such solid
piece 401 that includes the piece of firestop material 103
and can be attached with the glue surface to preliner 411.
First example 410 also applies to a plastic pipe intended
for coating a sewer pipe.
[0031] A second example 420 relates to use of a push
rod as conveying tool 107 for the piece of firestop material
103. Also in this example the piece of firestop material
103 is included in solid piece 401. Solid piece 401 is
attached to the end of a push rod and is moveable with
it, for example, from a distance of twenty meters to the
border spot of the fire compartments. Pipe 102 may be
straight, or it may include curves. Push rod 421 should
be flexible to pass the curves. If pipe 102 is straight, push
rod may be inflexible.
[0032] A third example 430 relates to use of a hose
431 as conveying tool 107. Hose 431 is, for example, a
hydraulic hose. Nevertheless, if hose 431 is rigid enough,
it can be pushed at least few meters inside a pipe.
[0033] A fourth example 440 relates to a robot 441 that
is equipped with wheels or caterpillar tracks. Robot 441
can be used to move a camera and/or hose 431 along a
pipe in order to verify from the camera pictures the lining
inside the pipe. Robot 441 suits (best) for conveying tool
107 of the piece of firestop material 103 when a distance
from the installation spot to the border spot of fire com-
partments is long and the pipe does not include too tight
inclination or declination angles.
[0034] FIGURE 5 shows attaching simultaneously
multiple firestop pieces to pipe 102, which enhances pro-
ductivity of the installation work and is one benefit of
method 300. In one embodiment of method 300 convey-
ing 106 firestop material 103 comprises moving by con-
veying tool 107 another piece 501 of firestop material to
another border spot 503 of other fire compartments 109,
502. Conveying tool 107 in the example of figure 5 is
preliner 411 and preliner 411 is tucked from installation
spot 105 into pipe 102 such that the piece of firestop
material 103 is located at border spot 110 of fire com-
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partments 108, 109 and (the other) piece 501 of firestop
material is located at (the other) border spot 503 of fire
compartments 109, 502. Firestop material 103 is includ-
ed in solid piece 401, i.e. in a piece of a firestop tape roll,
and it is attached with its glue surface to preliner 411
before tucking preliner 411 into pipe 102. Piece 501 of
firestop material is a corresponsive a piece of a firestop
tape roll. If required, more than two firestop tape roll piec-
es can be attached to preliner 411. In high buildings a
vertical sewer pipe may couple multiple apartments or
other fire compartments. For example, if the fire compart-
ments are three meters high, firestop material pieces will
be attached to preliner 411 such that their mutual dis-
tances are three meters.
[0035] FIGURE 6A shows use of a lining hose as con-
veying tool 107. Pipe 102 is considered as a cross-sec-
tion and in lengthwise. Firestop 101 is implemented in
accordance with second embodiment 200 and it is locat-
ed in a pocket 601 formed to a lining hose 602. Lining
hose 602 resembles a regular lining hose but a textile
piece 603 whose manufacturing material is e.g. felt is
attached inside of it. Textile piece 603 extends around
lining hose 602 and it is attached to lining hose 602 with
stitches 604, 605 such that the piece of firestop material
103 (marked in the figure with slashed lines) is enclosed
inside pocket 601 formed by textile piece 603 and lining
hose 602. If required, multiple pockets for multiple fire-
stop material pieces can be made to lining hose 602.
[0036] FIGURE 6B shows firestop 101 and lining hose
602 of the previous figure in a perspective view. In the
manufacturing phase of lining hose 602 a (rectangular)
feeding gab 611 for the piece of firestop material is cut
to lining hose 602. In addition, textile piece 603 is stitched
with stitches 604, 605 to lining hose 602 in the manufac-
turing phase of lining hose 602 such that textile piece
603 extends around lining hose 602 and creates with
lining hose 602 pocket 601 that has annular form. When
lining hose 602 saturated with epoxy has exited from an
inversion drum a lining employee has pushed solid piece
401 cut from a firestop tape through feeding gab 611 into
pocket 601. An area having slashed lines presents an
end of solid piece 401. The opposite end of solid piece
401 extends almost to the feeding gab 611. When the
firestop piece is inside pocket 601 lining hose 602 is ready
to be installed. In one embodiment firestop material 103
is included in a lining hose, which speeds up the instal-
lation.
[0037] FIGURE 7 shows the third embodiment 700 of
firestop 101, wherein a packer 702 is used in the instal-
lation. Packer 702 operates as directing tool 113 because
it expands by compressed air or steam. Packer 702 is
coupled to conveying tool 107, for example, to hose 431.
A piece of plastic wrap 703 is wrapped around packer
702, and multiple times folded fiberglass textile, which is
wrapped around plastic wrap 703, operates as cellular
material 701. Felt is mentioned here as another example
of cellular material 701. A solid piece can be used as the
piece of firestop material 103 but in this example some

layers of the fiberglass textile are saturated with amor-
phous mass including firestop material 103. The amor-
phous mass is composed of liquid and particles.
[0038] In one embodiment firestop material 103, which
is in solid form, is chopped to (tiny) pieces and the pieces
are mixed with epoxy or some other fastener 111.
[0039] Firestop material 103 is included in the fiber-
glass textile layers and those layers are wrapped around
plastic wrap 703 that surrounds packer 702. The fiber-
glass textile is tied with cord pieces 704, 705 to packer
702. Then packer 702 and firestop material attached to
it are ready to be conveyed from installation spot 105 into
pipe 102. When packer 702 is located in pipe102 at the
wanted spot, i.e. at border spot 119 of fire compartments
108, 109, more air is let into it at which time packer 702
expands more and operates as directing tool 113 squeez-
ing the fiberglass textile against pipe 102.
[0040] When the epoxy included in the fiberglass textile
is dried the air pressure of packer 702 is lowered, after
which packer 702 is extracted from pipe 102. The extrac-
tion is possible because plastic wrap 703 prevents the
epoxy to stick to packer 702. Instead of packer 702 it is
possible to use a container to be filled with liquid as di-
recting tool 113.
[0041] FIGURE 8A shows the fourth embodiment 800
of firestop 101. Pipe 102 is presented as a cross-section
when the retrofitting of firestop 101 is under work. In the
fourth embodiment directing tool 113 is intended for
pneumatically applied mortar, or some other amorphous
mass into which firestop material 103 is mixed and which
functions as fastener 111. Generally speaking, such noz-
zle apply for directing tool 113 that is capable to direct
amorphous mass towards the inner surface of pipe 102.
In this example directing tool 113 includes a part 801 that
resembles a chimney hat and is attached with legs to
socket 802. Directing tool 113 is attached to the end of
hose 431 that operates as conveying tool 107. The end
of hose 431 is attached with a hose clip 803 to socket
802. Directing tool 113 is pushed inside pipe 102 for ret-
rofitting of firestop 101. When amorphous mass hits with
pressure to part 801 resembling the hat chimney the
amorphous mass is dripped. The drips impact to a lining
layer 804 and thus firestop 101 become attached to the
inner surface of lining layer 804. Lining layer 804 is pos-
sibly the original one, or it is added later to pipe 102. If
pipe 102 is a galvanized air conditioning pipe the galva-
nized layer of the pipe corresponds to lining layer 804.
[0042] The arrangement shown in figure 8A applies to
an implementation of firestop 101, for example, when the
implementation concerns an epoxy coated sewer pipe or
a galvanized air conditioning pipe.
[0043] Directing tool 113 can also be used with robot
441. In one embodiment robot 441 comprises a container
for such firestop material that is mixed into amorphous
mass and can be injected on the surface of pipe 102.
[0044] FIGURE 8B shows the fourth embodiment 800
of firestop 101, wherein pipe 102 is viewed as a cross-
section. Directing tool 113 is extracted from pipe 102 and
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the amorphous mass, which includes firestop material
103, has dried and is attached tightly to lining layer 804
of pipe 102
[0045] FIGURE 9 shows optional stages relating to ver-
ifying of the firestop that is implemented in accordance
with embodiment 100, 200, 700, or 800. In one embod-
iment method 300 comprises verifying 901 by a locator
and a probe attached to the conveying tool 107 the loca-
tion of the piece of firestop material 103 at the border
spot. Conveying tool 107 is, for example, push rod 421.
Verifying 901 of the location is performed in method 300
after attaching 114 the firestop material. The head of con-
veying tool 107 and the probe are located at the border
spot of fire compartments. The probe sends a signal that
is readable with the locator. The locator informs the dis-
tance between itself and the probe and it is possible to
detect, by using the locator, that firestop 101 is located
border spot 110 of the fire compartments. Then push rod
421 is locked to its current location.
[0046] In an alternative embodiment of method 300
comprises verifying 902 the location of firestop material
103 at border spot 110 by observing the inner surface of
pipe 102 with a camera. It is also possible to verify from
the camera pictures in which manner the lining hose has
set in pipe 102. A distance from installation spot 105 to
border spot 110 is known on the basis of building draw-
ings. In addition, it is known that before the tucking of the
lining hose the firestop material is attached to the lining
hose at the same distance from installation spot 105.
Therefore, the firestop material is located at the correct
spot, i.e. at border spot of the fire compartments, if ac-
cording to the camera pictures the lining hose does not
include (too many) wrinkles and the lining hose is not
broken off.
[0047] FIGURE 10 shows other optional stages
1001-904 of method 300 which are not shown in the pre-
vious figures.
[0048] In one embodiment conveying 106 of firestop
material 103 (stage shown in figure 5) comprises also
conveying piece 501 of firestop material to border spot
503 of fire compartments 109, 502. This embodiment of
method 300 enhances the productivity of the installation
work.
[0049] In one embodiment method 300 comprises cou-
pling 1002 the solid piece including firestop material 103
to conveying tool 107. Coupling 1002 is performed before
revealing 104 the installation spot. The embodiment can
be utilized with embodiments 100, 200, 700, and 800 of
the firestop.
[0050] The following two embodiments apply at least
for use with embodiment 700 of the firestop.
[0051] In one embodiment method 300 comprises cou-
pling 1003 the firestop material 103 in amorphous form
to conveying tool 107 using therein cellular material 701.
Coupling 1003 is performed before revealing 104 the in-
stallation spot.
[0052] In one embodiment method 300 comprises de-
taching 1004 conveying tool 107 from firestop material

103. Detaching 1004 of conveying tool 107 is performed
after attaching 114 of the firestop material.
[0053] Appropriate tools for performing method 300
are at least tools that apply for lining or cleaning of the
inner surface of pipe 102. Especially, conveying tool 107,
fastener 111, and directing tool 113 represent said tools.
[0054] Appropriate materials for firestop material 103
are, for example, graffiti, gypsum, cement, or acryl-based
firestop masses. Each material to be used as firestop
material 103 has a predetermined temperature limit such
that a material starts to expand when exceeding the pre-
determined temperature limit. Firestop material 103 is
available in elastic form or as foam to be extruded.
[0055] In one embodiment firestop 101 is implemented
by injecting and brushing. Then a brush functions as di-
recting tool 113 by which amorphous mass including fire-
stop material 103 is directed towards the inner surface
of pipe 102.
[0056] In one embodiment firestop 101 is implemented
inside pipe 102 by holding a mold with push rod 421, or
with some other conveying tool 107 and using firestop
material 103 as amorphous mass. The mold should be
extendable such that it touches the inner surface of pipe
102 and is able to hold firestop material 103 to be molded
inside it. In addition, the mold must be narrow enough
(before the molding) such that it can be conveyed by
conveying tool 107 inside pipe 102 to the border spot of
fire compartments.
[0057] In another embodiment firestop 101 is imple-
mented with a tool that resembles a fire collar. The fire
collar fits into pipe 102 and can be conveyed therein with
conveying tool 107. The tool resembling a fire collar com-
prises fastener 111 implemented as a mechanical com-
ponent.
[0058] The following components apply for the me-
chanical component: 1) a string to be strained and whose
staining is releasable for attaching 114 or 2) a component
resembling a hose clip with a screw such that by screwing
the screw a fire collar squeezes against the inner surface
of pipe 102. Concerning the both alternatives 1) and 2)
attaching 114 can be ensured, for example, by lining fire-
stop 101 against pipe 102.
[0059] In addition to the method, the invention con-
cerns firestop 101 retrofitted in pipe 102 that is intended
to be used as a pipe conveying fluid, wherein firestop
101 comprises firestop material to be expanded due to
heat. The method to be used in the retrofitting of firestop
101 comprises at least the stages shown in figure 3.
[0060] The figures illustrate the invention but the ma-
terial strengths and the dimensions may be wrong or dis-
torted.
[0061] It is obvious for a person skilled in the art that
the embodiments and examples described in the above
can be varied and combined among themselves. The
invention and the embodiments related to it are not limited
to the above-described embodiments but they may vary
within patent claims.
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Claims

1. A method (300) for retrofitting a firestop (101) to a
pipe (102) that is intended for conveying fluid, the
firestop comprising a piece of firestop material (103)
to be expanded due to heat,
characterized in that the method comprises at least
revealing (104) a pipe inner surface at an installation
spot (105) of a lining hose for the retrofitting of the
firestop,
conveying (106) by a conveying tool (107) the piece
of firestop material from the installation spot along
the pipe to a border spot (110) of fire compartments
(108, 109),
directing (112) a fastener (111) by a directing tool
(113) or by the conveying tool towards the pipe inner
surface, and at least one the following tools is the
lining hose: the directing tool, the conveying tool; and
the method comprises
attaching (114) the piece of the firestop material by
the fastener at the border spot of the fire compart-
ments inside the pipe.

2. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the directing (112) comprises
moving (311) the fastener (111) separately from the
piece of the firestop material (103).

3. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the conveying (106) the piece of firestop mate-
rial (103) comprises
conveying (302) the fastener by the conveying tool.

4. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the conveying (106) the piece of firestop mate-
rial (103) comprises
moving (1001) another piece (501) of firestop mate-
rial to another border spot (503) of some other fire
compartments (109, 502).

5. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the conveying (106) the piece of firestop mate-
rial (103) comprises
moving (1001) another piece (501) of firestop mate-
rial to another border spot (503) of some other fire
compartments (109, 502) by one of the following
tools: a preliner (411), the lining hose functioning as
the conveying tool (107).

6. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the method comprises coupling (1002) a solid
piece (401) of the firestop material (103) to the con-
veying tool (107).

7. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the method comprises coupling (1003) the fire-
stop material (103) in amorphous form to conveying
tool (107) using therein cellular material (701).

8. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the method comprises detaching (1004) the
conveying tool (107) from the piece of the firestop
material (103).

9. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the method comprises verifying (901) by a lo-
cator and a probe attached to the conveying tool
(107) a location of the piece of the firestop material
(103) at the border spot (110).

10. The method as claimed in claim 1, characterized in
that the method comprises verifying (902) a location
of the piece of firestop material (103) at the border
spot (110) by observing the pipe inner surface with
a camera.
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